Labor market imperfections are commonly believed to be a major reason for imposing trade impediments. In this paper, I introduce labor market rigidities that are prevalent in continental European countries into the well-known protection for sale model proposed by Grossman and Helpman (1994) . I show that contrary to commonly held views, imperfections in the labor market do not necessarily increase equilibrium trade protection. A testable equilibrium trade protection equation is also derived. The findings in this paper are hence particularly relevant for empirical tests of trade policy determinants in economies with more regulated labor markets.
Introduction
There are many reasons to believe that employment considerations are a major determinant of trade protection. The conventional wisdom is that labor market imperfections will increase the level of trade protection. Trade union influence, for instance, is usually believed to lead to higher import barriers. Since trade protection allows unions to demand higher wages and/or employment guarantees, unions are likely to favor the imposition of trade barriers. Not surprisingly then, U.S. trade unions led a determined public campaign against the ratification of NAFTA, and union contributions to U.S. congressmen were positively correlated with the likelihood that these representatives voted against trade liberalization. 1 Moreover, firms may also become less flexible in adapting to increased import competition when facing binding collective bargaining agreements, so they may lobby for compensating trade protection. Inflexible wages, caused by trade union activity or by effective minimum wages, can cause unemployment when import competition increases, and generous unemployment benefits can undermine the willingness of workers to accept new jobs. If wages cannot adjust downward, then import barriers may be welfare-enhancing, so higher trade protection may result even without assuming any lobbying influence. Not surprisingly, high unemployment rates, low employment growth rates, and high shares of unskilled labor have been found to go hand in hand with higher trade protection (Rodrik, 1995) . The earlier empirical literature on the political economy of trade protection has essentially concluded that labor market considerations are a major determinant of trade protection, and this seems in accordance with common perception. This paper examines the question of whether and how labor market frictions influence trade policy in the light of new theoretical advances in the literature. Thus far, it seems that most of the new political economy of trade protection literature has downplayed the influence of labor market imperfections on trade protection. For instance, consider the preeminent model, the protection for sale model of Grossman and Helpman (1994) 2 . The GH model derives a higher weight for the welfare of lobby groups in the governmental objective function in a principal-agent framework where lobbies offer the government contributions in exchange for trade policy. In the GH model, labor is the only mobile factor and earns a competitive wage which is independent of any protection influences. Lobbying is undertaken by the owners of sector-specific capital in the different industries. They compete against each other by paying campaign contributions to buy protection. From first principles, GH derive a set of predictions about the determinants of protection levels. The number 1 See, e.g., Baldwin (1985) , table 2.2 for 1973, and Baldwin and Magee (2000) , for more recent congressional votes such as on the Uruguay Round bills and NAFTA.
2 Henceforth referred to as the GH model.
of relevant variables in their optimal tariff equation is very small. In particular, no employment-related variables appear. This is by design: Perfect labor mobility and the presence of a numeraire industry free of policy influences make wages independent of trade protection. Thus a tariff changes only the output prices and not the wages. There is always full employment since the numeraire sector absorbs any labor which might be set free in other industries. Furthermore, excluding labor unions ensures that capital owners, not workers, capture the protection rents. The objective of this paper is threefold: First, it shows that the equilibrium tariff of the lobbying game in the GH model is very closely linked to the tariffs desired by the various lobby groups and the welfare-maximizing tariff. This aggregation result is of independent interest because it provides a useful link between the menu-auction approach of lobbying in GH, where each lobby offers a menu of contributions for each possible trade policy vector, and the common perception that lobby groups voice their trade policy wishes and the government then aggregates these wishes and its own convictions of what is optimal for the economy to determine the equilibrium tariff. Second, the paper shows that labor market frictions, such as union activity and effective minimum wages, can be very naturally incorporated into the protection for sale model. Labor market variables then enter the equilibrium trade protection equation in an intuitive, but non-additive manner. My paper thus provides a theoretical foundation for testing the protection for sale model for countries with rigid labor markets, such as the continental European economies. 3 Third, this paper shows that the common wisdom that labor market rigidities always increase trade protection may not be correct. In particular, union influence has ambiguous effects on the level of trade distortions. Thus, it is possible that strong union influence may actually lower trade protection.
The modelling of labor market imperfections in this paper is motivated by continental European labor market characteristics since the major economies in this region, France and Germany, are commonly considered prime examples of industrialized countries with rigid labor markets. Table 1 gives an idea of the considerable differences in the organization of labor markets within the industrialized world. The first line provides information on the generosity of unemployment and welfare benefits. The numbers represent the average of net income replacement rates over 60 months of unemployment for four family types and two earning levels and include social assistance payments. Clearly, the two European countries provide much more generous assistance to the unemployed than the United States. More generous unemployment benefits, at least in theory, reduce the willingness of workers to accept a new job and increase unemployment. The second line shows that the trade union density (i.e., the percentage of workers organized in unions) is substantially higher in Germany than it is in the U.S. and France. In contrast, line 3 shows that more than two thirds of employed workers are covered by collective bargaining in the European countries, whereas collective bargaining coverage is far from extensive in the U.S. economy. 4 The emerging picture of considerable labor market differences becomes even starker when we compare unemployment measures as labor market outcomes. Line 4 displays the overall unemployment rate in the countries, and line 5 the share of long-term unemployed as a percentage of all unemployed. In the U.S., both the unemployment rate and the long-term unemployment rate are low, whereas for the European countries unemployment rates and long-term unemployment shares are rather high, the latter topping 50 percent in Germany. I show in this paper that different types of labor market rigidities lead to distinct effects on trade policy that can be easily identified in the equilibrium trade protection equation. Suppose wages are not market-clearing so that unemployment results, and assume further that unemployed workers receive unemployment benefits. In this case, there are two major reasons why the equilibrium tariff is higher than the one predicted by GH: First, in order to increase overall employment, the government would set strictly positive import tariffs even without lobbying. Second, unemployment benefits create a common interest for lobbies to demand trade protection for all industries in order to reduce unemployment and, consequently, unemployment tax payments. These two effects lead to a higher equilibrium tariff. Results from the introduction of union lobbying and collective bargaining are also very intuitive. Collective bargaining causes rent sharing between capital owners and workers in an industry. If either group is not represented by a lobby, protection rents are lost for lobbies and the resulting equilibrium tariff is lower than if all rents are captured by them. Moreover, if collective bargaining agreements also cover non-union workers who are not represented by any lobby, some protection rents are always dissipated, thereby leading to a lower equilibrium tariff.
The introduction of trade unions and minimum wages into the GH framework is not completely novel to the literature. Rama and Tabellini (1998) consider a two-sector model where in one sector, capital owners and trade union lobby the domestic government simultaneously for trade protection and minimum wages. Their model, however, is clearly tailored for developing countries and concentrates on investigating whether international agencies such as the World Bank should target labor market or trade distortions when imposing rules for restructuring the economy. In Rama and Tabellini's model, wages are fixed by the state, so there is no role for the trade union in collective bargaining, and all workers in the manufacturing sector are assumed to be trade union members. Moreover, there is always full employment. In contrast, this paper considers an industrial country scenario by making the following assumptions: (i) Industry-specific unions negotiate with firms over wages and/or employment and also lobby for trade protection. (ii) Collective bargaining results can cover non-union members. (iii) Binding minimum wages cause unemployment, and as a consequence, unemployment assistance to unemployed workers creates additional fiscal needs. The current paper is probably most closely related to Matschke and Sherlund (2006) who empirically test the GH model with trade union influence for the United States. They do not consider minimum wages or unemployment, however, and their theoretical results are also less general than the results derived in this paper because they assume a particular form of union-firm bargaining.
The labor market rigidities in this paper are throughout considered as exogenously given in order to concentrate on the impact they have on trade protection. This appears reasonable given that trade policy commitment seems more shortterm than a commitment to regulate labor markets. A possible extension would be to consider a lobby model where lobbies do not only ask the government for trade protection, but also for, e.g., minimum wages.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: In section 2, I set up the model. In section 3, I derive a convenient way of expressing the equilibrium tariffs in terms of the trade policy interests of the different players of the lobbying game. This allows me to interpret the effects of labor market imperfections on the equilibrium tariff structure as straightforward extensions of the effects on tariffs preferred by the different lobbying game participants. I discuss these unilateral changes in section 3 and then aggregate these effects in section 4 to see how equilibrium trade policy is affected. It is shown that trade unionization, coverage of non-union workers by collective bargaining, and minimum wage induced unemployment influence equilibrium tariff levels in the GH model. However, it is not true that labor market rigidities necessarily increase trade protection. In section 5, I demonstrate, using a specific example, that a larger unionized sector, higher unemployment benefits, higher minimum wages, and even union lobbying may very well lower equilibrium trade protection. Section 6 concludes.
Model Description

Basic setup
Consider a small country with n + 1 production sectors (henceforth called industries) which faces an exogenous vector of world prices. The country owns a fixed amount of labor L and fixed amounts of industry-specific capital K i , where i = 1, . . . , n. Each industry produces a single good, with good 0 being the numeraire.
On the consumption side, it is assumed that all individuals have identical quasilinear preferences. The direct utility function for any individual equals the sum of his good 0 consumption and strictly concave and increasing transformations of the consumption of each of the non-numeraire goods 1 to n. 5 Quasilinearity of preferences implies that the indirect utility function of any individual is additively separable into an income and a price component. Specifically, indirect utility can be written as the sum of income and consumer surplus V i from consumption of good i where i goes from 1 to n. While utility functions are identical across agents, endowments are not. I divide the population into two groups: laborers and capitalists. Laborers own 1 unit of labor each, while capital owners possess 1 unit of specific capital per person which they supply inelastically.
Each non-numeraire industry i = 1, . . . , n consists of a unionized sector A and a non-unionized sector B which share an identical production function F i . In sector A of industry i, wage w iA and/or employment are determined by union-firm negotiations, whereas in sector B, wage w iB and employment are in principle determined by market forces, but I leave open the possibility that the country introduces a binding minimum wage for the non-unionized sectors of the economy. Capital employed in the sectors of industry i, namely, K iA in sector A and K iB = K i − K iA in sector B, is immobile in the short run and is thus industry-as well as sectorspecific. Industries i = 1, . . . , n and their sectors use labor and capital to produce output according to a linearly homogeneous and weakly concave production function F i where F i LL < 0, F i KK < 0, and F i KL > 0. The numeraire industry (i = 0) only uses labor and is not divided into sectors. The world price of the numeraire good is fixed at 1, and one unit of labor produces one unit of output F 0 with a one-to-one production technology, which ties down the wage in the numeraire industry at one.
In the unionized sector A of industry i, wage w iA and possibly also employment is determined by union-firm bargaining. For the general analysis, the mode of bargaining does not have to be specified: An illustration with efficient union-firm bargaining can be found in Matschke and Sherlund (2006) . The negotiated union wage w iA has to be uniformly applied to all employees in sector A, who can be union workers or non-union workers. In sector A of industry i, α iU L iU workers are union members and α iN L N are non-union workers, where L iU denotes the number of union members in industry i and L N the number of non-union members. 6 Thus, the number of workers employed in sector A of industry i is L iA = α iU L iU +α iN L N . 7 For the scope of the present analysis, it is not important to know how exactly the employment shares are determined, as long as we acknowledge that they will depend on the price of good i and thus on trade policy.
Case 1: Full employment
In this section, it is assumed that non-union labor is mobile between industries, so that the wages in the non-unionized sectors of the economy will all be equal to the wage in the numeraire industry 0, i.e. w iB = 1. Employment in the nonunionized sectors is then chosen by firms to maximize profits, which leads to the standard rule that the marginal value product of labor should equal the wage, i.e., p i F i L (L iB ) = 1 for i = 1,....,n. Of the labor force employed in sector B of industry i, β iU L iU workers are union workers and β iN L N non-union workers. Thus L iB = β iU L iU + β iN L N . 8 As with the employment shares in the unionized sector, we can 6 In the following, I assume that unions are industry-specific and union members are immobile across industries. The main reason for this assumption is to keep the union interests industryspecific: With the current modelling, i's union is interested in industry i's wage and employment in the unionized sector, but does not care about wage and employment in the unionized sectors of industries j = i. For the same reason, the original GH model assumes that any capital owner holds shares in one industry, not multiple industries. 7 In the U.S., approximately 1.5% of non-union workers were covered by collective bargaining agreements in 2001. In many European countries, however, union wages apply to a much higher percentage of non-union workers as table 1 shows. Only in the case of a closed shop would α iN be equal to zero. 8 In the U.S., the β iU shares of union workers not covered by collective bargaining are relatively small, but not zero. Information obtained from the BLS indicated that in 2001, about 15% of union workers were not covered by collective bargaining agreements.
keep the analysis general enough so as not to worry about how exactly β iN and β iU are determined. It is reasonable, however, to assume that these shares will depend on the price of good i.
It is important to realize that labor will always be fully employed since the numeraire industry 0 acts like a sponge that absorbs any additional labor needed in other industries without creating any changes in the non-union wage. At the same time, the numeraire industry can also release labor needed in other industries without changes in wage. Therefore, without the existence of unions, labor issues would not matter for trade policy in this setting because the competitive wage is independent of trade policy and there is always full employment. However, since union wage and employment in the unionized sector of industry i usually do depend on the price of good i, the equilibrium trade policy will be influenced by labor market considerations once we allow for union activity. This will be investigated further after discussing case 2.
Case 2: Unemployment
A straightforward way to create unemployment in the model is to introduce a minimum wage w B > 1 which lies above the world market price of the numeraire good. This shuts down the numeraire industry at home and induces unemployment, 9 so that in general the employment shares of the different worker categories do no longer sum up to 1; i.e., α iU + β iU < 1 and ∑ n i=1 (α iN + β iN ) < 1. The workers who cannot find employment receive a uniform unemployment benefit u which is financed via a poll tax. 10
Lobbying and trade policy determination
In some industries, but not the numeraire industry 0, either capital owners or the trade union or both are active lobbyists who solicit trade protection from the domestic government. Each lobby offers the government a schedule that lists its contributions as a function of the domestic price vector p. The price vector p may differ from the world price vector p * if the domestic government imposes a vector 9 It is also true that the minimum wage will usually have an effect on the union wage and employment shares since it affects a union worker's outside option during union-firm bargaining, but this would only be of interest in the analysis if we further specified functional forms. It does not alter the general conclusion that union wage and sector employment usually depend on trade policy. How they depend on trade policy should be answered empirically, given that there is no general consensus on which union bargaining model correctly describes reality.
10 Considering a different financing scheme is very straightforward and thus left to the interested reader.
t of specific import or export tariffs or subsidies. Hence, if p * i denotes the world market price of good i, then the domestic price is p i = p * i +t i . Suppose good i is an import good. Then t i > 0 (t i < 0) means that an import tariff (subsidy) is imposed. By contrast, if good i is an export good, then t i > 0 (t i < 0) implies an export subsidy (tax). To facilitate description, I henceforth focus on import goods when describing the determination of the equilibrium trade policy. The reader should note, though, that with the information given above, the interpretation of the trade policy outcome can readily accommodate export goods as well. The tariff revenue (or the cost of subsidies) is rebated equally among (or collected costlessly from) the population. The government maximizes the weighted sum of total contributions and aggregate welfare where the weight on aggregate welfare is denoted by a. Contributions C receive a weight of 1.
Trade policy is the outcome of a multi-stage game between the government and capital owner and union lobbies of the different industries. In the first stage, the lobbies submit contribution schedules to the government that consist of all possible tariff vectors and contributions that a lobby promises in case a certain tariff vector is chosen. The government chooses the trade policy vector that maximizes its welfare function given the lobbies' contribution schedules. In the second stage, wages, employment, and output levels in the different industries are determined. This timing thus corresponds exactly to the one in Grossman and Helpman (1994) where also first trade policy and then, given the tariff vector, output and employment are determined. The solution to the lobbying game can thus be found analogously to their procedure. To rule out multiple equilibria, it is assumed throughout that contribution schedules are differentiable. The arising tariff structure is defined by the following set of conditions, where the number of conditions equals the number of lobbies plus one: First, the equilibrium tariff maximizes the government's utility function. This must be true because the domestic government chooses the tariff to maximize its own utility. Second, the equilibrium tariff maximizes the sum of governmental utility and the utility of any lobby. To understand this requirement, suppose this condition were not fulfilled for a certain lobby. Then, the lobby could propose a different contribution schedule that left governmental welfare unchanged and assigned the surplus payoff to itself. This would clearly be better for the lobby and hence, the lobby could not have been utility-maximizing in the first place.
3 Group Interests and Tariff Determinants 3.1 General relationship between equilibrium tariff and lobby group interests I first show that the equilibrium tariff can be expressed as the weighted sum of functional forms that determine the unilaterally optimal tariffs; i.e., the tariffs that maximize the utilities of the various lobby groups and the government, respectively. This is a very useful result because it ties the equilibrium tariff vector directly to the interests of the different players in the lobbying game. Henceforth, the percentage of the population organized into lobby groups is denoted by
where Ω is the set of all organized lobby groups, consisting of trade unions and capital owner groups. θ K i (θ U i ) stands for the population share of industry i capital owners (trade unionists). The summation in the formula of Θ is over all capital owner and trade union interest groups in all non-numeraire industries i = 1, . . . , n, provided that these groups have formed a lobby. By definition, Θ only takes on values between 0 and 1. In Grossman and Helpman (1994) , it is mentioned that the equilibrium tariff vector also maximizes a political support function; i.e., a governmental welfare function where lobby welfare receives a higher weight than non-lobby welfare. This result facilitates the determination of the equilibrium trade policy considerably and has subsequently also been used in empirical protection for sale papers, such as Goldberg and Maggi (1999) , among others. This result can be phrased as follows and is presented here for further reference (since the result is not really novel, the formal proof is omitted):
Lemma 3.1. The equilibrium tariff vector maximizes the political support function
where g j ∈ Ω denotes a population group represented by a lobby, g j / ∈ Ω stands for a population group without lobby representation, and W g j is the welfare of group g j .
Lemma 3.1 shows that the interests of different lobby groups additively enter in the determination of the equilibrium tariff. Changes in the equilibrium tariff thus cannot be caused by simple income redistribution among lobbies. It can also be seen that neither the total number of lobbies nor the number of lobbies per industry affects the equilibrium tariff as long as the sum of the marginal benefits or costs of a tariff stays the same 11 .
To understand the next result, notice that the standard equilibrium tariff equation in the protection for sale model is in a form where the equilibrium tariff appears on both sides of the equation. For example, in the basic model without any extensions, the equilibrium tariff for industry i is given by
where M i is the slope of the import demand function and I i is an indicator function that takes on value 1 if capital owners of industry i lobby. In the same manner, the domestic welfare-maximizing tariff
, the unilaterally optimal tariff on good i for capital owners in industry j solves t
, and the unilaterally optimal tariff on good i for the trade union in industry j solves t
where the different v i denote different functional forms. We assume throughout that the solution to any of these equations is unique.
The following lemma (proved in the appendix), which is basically a corollary of Lemma 3.1, links the tariffs the players would unilaterally set (i.e., their unilaterally optimal tariffs) to the equilibrium tariff of the lobbying game.
Lemma 3.2. Let t G i be the tariff on good i that maximizes domestic welfare W G and let it be implicitly defined by
is a functional form. Similarly, let t U j i , the tariff on good i that maximizes W U j , be implicitly defined by t
, and let t K j i , the tariff on good i that maximizes W K j , be implicitly defined by t
Then the equilibrium tariff for industry i is an implicit solution to
Lemma 3.2 shows that the equilibrium tariff is a weighted average of the functional forms that determine the unilaterally optimal tariffs for the different player groups of the lobbying game. This result is very helpful for investigating the structure of lobby interests and their relation to the equilibrium tariff equation. Lemma 3.2 does not, strictly speaking, say that the equilibrium tariff is a weighted average of the unilaterally optimal tariffs of the different player groups. This relationship does not hold (i.e., if we had numbers for the unilaterally optimal tariffs, their weighted average would not be t * i ) and would not be helpful, either, because we do not know any of the closed-form tariff solutions in the general GH framework.
The result does suggest that in order to get intuition about the effects of labor market rigidities on the equilibrium tariff, it is sufficient to analyze how labor market rigidities affect the interests of lobby groups and government. Using Lemma 3.2, it is now possible to make meaningful statements about how labor market rigidities affect the direction that lobbying takes; e.g., what does it mean that a certain group lobbies for or against a certain tariff, given that in the subgameperfect Nash equilibrium all players ask for the same tariff vector? The answer to this question lies in the equations which determine the tariffs the lobby groups would set unilaterally if they could do so.
Labor market rigidities and lobby group interests
To see how labor market rigidities affect the lobby interests, I first discuss the effects of labor market rigidities on the unilateral tariffs in order to better understand the equilibrium tariff outcome which will be discussed in the next section.
Case 1: Full employment
I start with the welfare-maximizing tariff t G i as the natural benchmark, i.e., the tariff that would be set if no interest group influences were present. Leaving out welfare components that are independent of the price of good i, t G i maximizes domestic welfare
where p i F i is the value of domestic production in industry i, F 0 the value of domestic production in industry 0, t i M i the tariff revenue from imports of good i, and (L + ∑ n j=1 K j )V i the consumer surplus from consuming good i. The following result, as well as the other propositions about unilaterally optimal tariffs henceforth, can be easily obtained by taking the first-order condition of welfare maximization for a particular player by choice of t i and then solving for t i . Therefore, their proofs are omitted.
Proposition 3.1. The tariff the government would set unilaterally is implicitly defined by
dL iA dp i ,
where F iA L denotes the partial derivative of F iA with respect to labor.
This result is easily obtained, given that dL iA /dp i +dL iB /dp i +dL 0 /dp i = 0 and p i F iB L = F 0 L = 1. An educated guess would be that an increase in the price of good i will increase employment in the unionized sector, although this in general will depend upon the exact bargaining structure. Such an increase alone, however, does not necessarily entail a strictly positive t G i . Only if the marginal value product of labor in sector A of industry i exceeds the marginal value product (equal to w B = 1) in the non-unionized sectors and industry 0 will t G i be positive. The intuition is simple: The government maximizes domestic welfare and will use active trade policy in case that the overall production value can be increased by reallocating labor across industries and sectors. Whether or not this is possible depends on the specific assumptions about collective bargaining: For instance, if we assume efficient bargaining (joint bargaining over wage and employment), the marginal value products of labor will be the same in all sectors and industries and the domestic government will thus have no incentive to use active trade policy.
Next, consider the interests of lobby groups g j , where g j ∈ U j ,K j , outside industry i, j = i. If g j could unilaterally set the tariff rate for industry i, it would do so to maximize its share in tariff revenue and consumer surplus
As before, all components that do not depend on t i are omitted. This leads to the following result:
Proposition 3.2. The tariff lobby groups g j outside industry i, j = i, would set unilaterally is
As in the original GH model, other industries lobby for an import subsidy for industry i as the negative consumer surplus effect from an increased tariff is stronger than the tariff revenue effect. Now I turn to the interests of industry i lobby groups, starting with the capital owners. Contrary to the original GH model, the capital owners of sector A now have to share their profits with workers. 12 This will decrease their interest in trade protection. If capital owners could set the tariff unilaterally, they would maximize the sum of their profits plus their share in tariff revenue and consumer surplus
Proposition 3.3. The tariff capital owners of industry i would set unilaterally is
Without union activity, an increase in the product price would increase firm profits by F i according to Hotelling's Lemma. Also taking into account consumer surplus and tariff revenue effects, the unilaterally optimal tariff for capital owners would be strictly positive and equal to
However, due to union activity, workers will share in the protection rents. In many cases, both the union wage and employment in the unionized sector will rise when the price of product i increases. The increase in wage will necessarily lower the capital owners' unilaterally optimal tariff. Whether the increase in employment will have a similar effect depends on whether workers in the unionized sector are paid their marginal value product. For instance, under the assumptions of the right-to-manage model where capital owners and union only bargain over wages and the firm then chooses employment such that marginal value product of labor and union wage are equalized, the increase in employment does not have an additional negative effect on t K i i , although the wage effect is magnified. If workers are paid more than their marginal value product, which would for example be the case with efficient bargaining, there will be a negative effect.
Finally, we also have to consider the unilaterally optimal tariff for union workers in industry i. Assuming that the union maximizes the utility of its members, the unilaterally optimal tariff t U i i maximizes the sum of union workers' wages, tariff revenue share, and consumer surplus share
12 In the following, I treat capital owners of an industry as one lobby. It is certainly right that capital owners in sectors A and B have diverging interests, but this does not affect the conclusions as long as capital owners of industry i in A and B either both lobby or both do not lobby. This result is due to Dixit (1996) , who showed that in the protection for sale framework, it does not matter into how many sub-lobbies we partition lobbies: As long as the joint surplus of lobbies does not change, the equilibrium trade policy will be the same.
Proposition 3.4. The tariff the trade union of industry i would set unilaterally is
dα iU dp i L iU .
Without collective bargaining, union workers would have exactly the same interests in trade policy as groups outside industry i; namely, as consumers, they would want an import subsidy equal to F i /M i . With bargaining, however, union workers participate in protection rents via a higher union wage w iA and also possibly higher employment at wages above the competitive level, and therefore union workers may very well be interested in a strictly positive tariff for their own industry.
In general, we cannot say whether the trade union and the capital owners of an industry will agree on a positive import tariff. This is a consequence of the consumer surplus and tariff revenue effects. If we exclude tariff revenue and consumer surplus effects for industry i lobbyists as is often done in partial equilibrium studies, we would indeed find that both lobbies want a tariff (Matsuyama, 1990) , provided that employment and wage in the unionized sector rise. But if tariff revenue effects and consumer surplus effects are included, it is well possible that trade unions would lobby for protection (t U i i > 0) whereas capital owners would lobby against it (t K i i < 0) as in Baldwin and Magee (2000) . This outcome is especially likely if labor rents are substantially higher than capital rents (Katz and Summers, 1989) .
Case 2: Unemployment
Once again, I start with the welfare-maximizing tariff as the natural benchmark. This tariff t G i maximizes domestic welfare given by
Proposition 3.5. The tariff the government would set unilaterally is
dL iA dp i + w B dL iB dp i .
As p i increases with the tariff, employment in industry i and thus overall employment typically increases. This raises the production value and domestic welfare. The case for a strictly positive tariff from the government's perspective is thus more clear-cut than under full employment, 13 where a strictly positive tariff t G i only results if the marginal value product of labor is higher in the unionized than in the non-unionized sector of industry i.
Next let us look at the interests of lobby groups g j , where g j ∈ U j , K j , outside industry i, j = i. If g j could set the tariff rate for industry i unilaterally, it would do so to maximize the lobby members' share in tariff income and consumer surplus minus their tax payments to finance unemployment benefits
where
u is the tax paid by the lobby group for unemployment benefits.
Proposition 3.6. The tariff lobby groups g j outside industry i, j = i, would set unilaterally is
With full employment, lobby groups outside industry i lobby for an import subsidy on good i. With unemployment, the lobby group also takes into account that it will have to pay less taxes when unemployment is lower, and therefore the desired import subsidy will be lower or may even change to an import tariff.
If capital owners in industry i could set the tariff unilaterally, they would maximize the sum of their profits and their share of tariff revenue minus their tax payments for financing the unemployment benefits, namely
Proposition 3.7. The tariff capital owners of industry i would set unilaterally is
Not surprisingly, the tax savings considerations now enter the tariff equation and increase the unilaterally optimal tariff for capital owners compared to (9).
We still need to calculate the unilaterally optimal tariff for union workers in industry i. Assuming that the union maximizes the utility of its members, the 13 The result that welfare is maximized by a strictly positive tariff when a binding minimum wage is in place can also be found in Hill (1984) . unilaterally optimal tariff t U i i maximizes the wages and unemployment benefits accruing to union workers plus the tariff revenue distributed to them minus their tax payments for financing the unemployment benefits, namely
Proposition 3.8. The tariff the trade union of industry i would set unilaterally is
The reduced tax payment used for unemployment compensation increases the tariff desired by the union. In addition, increases in employment in sectors A and B of industry i are now both valued (the weight being the difference between the wage paid in this sector and the unemployment benefit), whereas in the fullemployment case, an increase in sector B employment for union workers (and the corresponding reduction in industry 0 employment) did not lead to an additional tariff-raising component in t U i i because wages in the non-unionized sectors and industry 0 were equal.
Equilibrium Tariff Structure
Using Lemma 3.1 and the unilaterally optimal tariffs for the different player groups, the optimal tariff of the lobbying game can be easily determined. As before, let Θ be defined as the percentage of the population that is represented by lobbies.
Proposition 4.1. In the full employment case, the equilibrium tariff t * i in industry i can be characterized as follows depending on who lobbies:
(a) If both labor and capital in i lobby, then
dL iA dp i
(b) If nobody in i lobbies, then
(c) If only the trade union in i lobbies, then
(d) Finally, if only capital owners in i lobby, then
In a world without lobbies and without trade union activity, the equilibrium tariff would be equal to the tariff that maximizes domestic welfare. In fact, without labor market rigidities and lobby influence, the welfare-maximizing tariff (and thus the equilibrium tariff) is zero, which reflects standard theory that a small open economy should abstain from active trade policy. When capital owner lobbying is considered, the equilibrium tariff becomes positive or negative depending on whether or not capital owners in the industry under consideration lobby. The equilibrium tariff in this basic GH setup without labor market rigidities is completely independent of any labor market variables. Once we allow for trade union activity, this result changes considerably. Assuming that both the union wage and overall and union employment in the unionized sector of industry i are increasing in p i , the exact results now depend not only on whether or not capital owners of industry i lobby, but they also depend on the lobbying behavior of the trade union in industry i. Compared to the case without trade union activity, capital owners are less interested in a tariff for their industry because they have to share protection rents to the extent that union wages increase and more workers are employed at wages above the marginal value product of labor. Union workers, on the other hand, are interested in higher trade protection to the extent that their employment in the unionized sector at wages above the ones in the competitive sector rises and the union wage increases. When both union and capital owners of an industry lobby, these effects partly, but not completely offset each other. The main reason why these effects do not completely outbalance each other lies in the fact that some non-union workers are covered by collective bargaining agreements. For continental European countries such as Germany and France, where collective bargaining coverage of non-union workers is substantial, the predicted equilibrium tariff would thus be considerably different from the equilibrium tariff predicted by the basic GH model.
Let us now consider the case of an effective minimum wage that applies to all the non-unionized sectors of the economy.
Proposition 4.2. In the unemployment case, the equilibrium tariff t * i in industry i can be characterized as follows depending on who lobbies:
dL iA dp i + w B dL iB dp
dL iA dp i − (w iA − u) dα iU dp i L iU
dL iA dp i + w B dL iB dp i ) + Θ a + Θ u |M i | dL i dp i .
dL iA dp i + w B dL iB dp i ) + Θ a + Θ u |M i | dL i dp i
dα iU dp i L iU + (w B − u) dβ U dp i L iU + α iU L iU dw iA dp i ].
dL iA dp i + w B dL iB dp i
dL iA dp i + L iA dw iA dp i ].
Most of the results of the full employment case still apply. One major change occurs because the binding minimum wage and the unemployment caused by it lead to a strictly positive welfare-maximizing tariff which depends on the price elasticity of employment. Moreover, the minimum wage in the otherwise competitive sectors of the economy also has an impact on the interests of the various lobby groups. Regardless of who lobbies, all lobbies are in favor of a higher tariff because it reduces unemployment and thus the resulting tax burden. In addition, the union is interested in a higher tariff because higher employment of otherwise unemployed union workers in the non-unionized sector leads to increased union worker income. In contrast, firms in sector B of industry i still hire workers until the marginal value product of labor equals wage, hence the increase in sector B employment does not constitute an additional reason for capital owners to lower their desired tariff.
In summary, labor market rigidities lead to additional components in the equilibrium tariff equation compared to the basic protection for sale framework. Binding minimum wages introduce an additional, tariff-raising component, whereas collective bargaining in parts of the economy can either lead to a positive or negative additional component in the equilibrium tariff equation, depending on who in an industry is lobbying. Labor market variables, such as employment and wage elasticities, unionization and collective bargaining coverage rates, influence the equilibrium trade policy in an intuitive way, but they do so in a non-additive manner.
An Example With Closed-Form Solution
Like the basic protection for sale model, the above results are empirically testable. Yet, this would require more information than is usually readily available: To test the basic protection for sale model, the two major data requirements are the import demand elasticities and information on which capital owner groups lobby. To test the model augmented by labor market rigidities, information on wage and employment elasticities, differentiated not only by industry but also by union status, are also needed. Since I do not have these data, instead of doing an econometric analysis, I provide in this section a concrete example with a closed-form solution for the equilibrium tariff to further illustrate the findings obtained earlier.
To make things simple, assume that there are only two industries, the numeraire industry 0 and industry 1 for which we want to determine the equilibrium tariff. 14 We start with individual j's quasilinear utility function with quadratic subutility
14 Due to the assumption of quasi-linear utility, the GH model behaves in essence like a partial equilibrium model, so we really do not lose anything by reducing the number of industries.
which implies a linear individual demand for the non-numeraire good 1 x j 1 = z − p 1 /2, where z is assumed sufficiently large so that demand is always strictly positive (and sufficiently small so that demand for the numeraire good is strictly positive as well). In industry 1's unionized and non-unionized sector, let the production function be Cobb-Douglas with equal capital and labor shares:
Finally, let us also specify the wage and employment determination in the unionized sector by following the monopoly union approach from the trade union literature. 15 This approach assumes that, in the first stage, the trade union chooses the wage in the unionized sector to maximize the wage sum of its members, whereas in the second stage, the firms in the unionized sector decide on employment, viewing the union wage as fixed. 16 Solving the game by backward induction, the capital owners in the unionized sector of industry 1 maximize profits
by choice of α 1U , the employment share of workers in the worker pool of the unionized sector, which consists of union workers and a fraction δ of non-union workers. 17 Solving this optimization problem yields
In order to have a valid interior solution, the parameters have to be such that this value does not exceed 1. This is straightforward to ensure by requiring that the labor market pool be relatively large compared to the capital stock bound in the unionized sector.
Case 1: Full employment
Under the full employment assumption, any union workers not employed in the unionized sector can find employment in the non-unionized sector of industry 1
15 The monopoly union model is a special version of the right-to-manage union-bargaining model where bargaining is over wage only and the union has maximum bargaining power, see Booth (1995) . 16 For an example with efficient union-firm bargaining, see Matschke and Sherlund (2006) . 17 It is assumed that the ratio δ of non-unionized to unionized worker shares in the unionized sector is fixed: If, e.g., 50% of union workers are employed in the unionized sector, 50% times δ of the non-union workers need to be hired as well. and in industry 0, both of which pay a wage of 1 by normalization of the world market price in industry 0. Hence, the wage sum of the union members is given by
where α 1U (w 1A ) is given by (23). In order to maximize (24), the union will thus choose w 1A = 2 as union wage. In the monopoly union model, the marginal value product of labor equals the wage in the unionized sector. Moreover, in our example, the wage is independent of the product price, employment in the unionized sector is quadratic, and output is linear in the product price. Lemma A.1 in the appendix lists all variables needed to substitute into the equilibrium tariff equations provided in Proposition 4.1. Substitution into Proposition 4.1 itself does not provide a closed-form solution yet, because p 1 = p W 1 + t 1 ; but since the right-hand sides of the equilibrium tariff equations are all linear in price, solving for the equilibrium tariff is easily accomplished. The resulting equilibrium tariffs can be found in Proposition A.1 in the appendix.
To fix ideas, suppose that all parameters a, K 1A ,
1 , and Θ are the same across cases (a) to (d) in Proposition A.1; in particular, assume this is true for the percentage Θ of lobby groups in the population. 18 We see that all tariff expressions are very similar in structure, namely we have a numerator term which is equal to the RHS of the corresponding equation in Proposition 4.1 divided by the domestic price and multiplied by a + Θ and the absolute import demand elasticity. The denominator is always equal to (a + Θ)|M 1 | minus the numerator term. Also, since Θ ∈ [0, 1] by definition and a > 1 is a standard finding in the empirical protection for sale literature, it can be checked that the denominator is always strictly positive. The equilibrium tariffs can then easily be ranked by size: The tariff when nobody lobbies is always the smallest, the one when all lobby is always the largest and the tariffs when just one of the groups lobby lie in between. Moreover, since 1 2
the tariff when only capital owners lobby is always higher than the tariff when only the trade union lobbies. The underlying reason for this result is that the negative parts in the capital owners' optimal tariff (9) which are caused by redistribution to workers disappear: In our example, the union wage is independent of the price, and moreover, the union wage is equal to the marginal value product of labor in the unionized sector. The union's optimal tariff equation (11) includes an additional part due to the growth of union employment in the unionized sector, but this tariff component is lower than the one in the capital owners' optimal tariff equation (9) caused by the increase in overall profits. Note that since all tariffs are decreasing in Θ, the tariffs cannot be ranked if Θ is allowed to vary from case to case. 19 It is also possible to perform comparative statics and ask how the equilibrium tariffs change when the size of the unionized sector grows (an increase in K 1A , holding K 1 constant), when more workers join the trade union (an increase in L 1U , holding L constant) and when more non-union workers are covered by union wage contracts (an increase in δ). Obtaining the results is straightforward and summarized in the following proposition:
Proposition 5.1. Consider the full employment case in our example and fix
Then the equilibrium tariff t * 1 in industry 1 is always increasing in the size of the unionized sector K 1A . If the trade union lobbies, an increase in the trade union membership increases the tariff, whereas an increase in the coverage of non-union workers decreases the tariff. If we take into account that Θ is increasing in trade union membership when the trade union lobbies, the effect of an increase in L 1U on the equilibrium tariff can be positive or negative, however. If the trade union does not lobby, changes in L 1U and δ do not affect the equilibrium tariff.
Formally, the result is obtained by inspecting the tariff equations in Proposition A.1. The intuition behind the result that a bigger unionized sector, as measured by K 1A , increases trade protection is as follows: First note that shifting capital from the non-unionized to the unionized sector decreases production in industry 1 because the wage in sector A is higher and employment thus lower. This means that the capital owners' interest in tariff protection declines, but at the same time, also the consumer interest in an import subsidy decreases. In addition, an increase in K 1A increases dL 1A /dp 1 , i.e. the workforce increase due to a tariff increase in the unionized sector, where the wage (and the marginal value product of labor) is higher, which increases the government's interest in a tariff even when lobby pressure is absent. Taking these results together, the numerator of t * 1 is always non-decreasing in K 1A . Moreover, since the absolute import demand slope is decreasing in K 1A , it follows immediately that the denominator is always decreasing in K 1A . The overall 19 We have Θ = 0 if nobody lobbies, Θ = L 1U /(K 1 + L) if only the trade union lobbies, Θ = K 1 /(K 1 + L) if only capital owners lobby, and finally Θ = (K 1 + L 1U )/(K 1 + L) if both union and capital owners lobby. 20 Empirical studies show that a usually exceeds 2 by far, whereas Θ has to lie between 0 and 1 by definition. effect will be a tariff increase, regardless of whether or not capital owners lobby. Moreover, if the union lobbies, the greater responsiveness of sector A union worker employment to price increases reinforces the positive effect of an increase in K 1A on the equilibrium tariff. Table 2 provides a numerical example how a change in the capital bound in the unionized sector from 0% to 100% impacts the equilibrium tariffs. The equilibrium tariffs are labeled "nobody" when nobody lobbies, "capital" when only capital owners lobby, "union" when only the trade union lobbies, and "both" when both groups lobby. The parameter values are K 1 = 100, L = 200, p W 1 = 1, a = 10, L 1U = 50, and δ = 0.1. The parameter Θ varies depending on who lobbies. We see that all equilibrium tariffs increase as K 1A increases; i.e., a larger unionized sector increases trade protection in the full employment model. Also, the fact that the union lobbies does not necessarily lead to a higher equilibrium tariff because an increase in Θ decreases the tariff.
The parameters L 1U and δ only enter the equilibrium tariff equation in case the trade union lobbies, in which case the numerator is increasing in L 1U (and decreasing in δ ) and the denominator is decreasing in L 1U (and increasing in δ ). If more non-union workers are hired in the unionized sector, the union becomes less interested in a higher tariff, whereas an increase in the number of union workers also leads to an increased number of them being hired in the unionized sector, thus increasing the union's interest in a higher tariff. It should be noted that for the comparative statics exercise, it is assumed that Θ is constant, which is an innocuous assumption except when L 1U changes, because Θ is increasing in the union membership whenever the trade union is an active lobby group. In this latter case, the equilibrium tariff may actually be decreasing in L 1U .
Case 2: Unemployment
Recall that in this case, we introduced a binding minimum wage w B > 1 which shuts down the numeraire sector and causes unemployment. Unemployed workers receive an unemployment benefit u which is financed via a poll tax. To make things simple, assume that union workers are not hired in the non-unionized sector, i.e. β 1U = 0, maybe for fear that they might open the door for the union to this sector. Also, we maintain throughout that 2u > w B , which, as we will see in a moment, keeps the union wage above the minimum wage. The wage sum of union workers equals
where α 1U (w 1A ) is given by (23). The union will thus choose w 1A = 2u as union wage. Once again, the wage is independent of the product price, employment in the unionized sector is quadratic, and output is linear in the product price. Lemma A.2 in the appendix lists all variables needed to substitute into the equilibrium tariff equations provided in Proposition 4.2.
Substituting these values into the equilibrium tariff equations in Proposition 4.2 and solving for t * 1 yields closed form solutions for the equilibrium tariffs, which are presented in Proposition A.2 in the appendix.
Similarly to the full employment case, we can rank these tariffs under the ceteris paribus assumption: The tariff under case (a) of Proposition A.2 is the highest, followed by the tariff under (d), the tariff under (c), and finally the tariff under (b), but as before, since the different cases also feature different percentages of lobbies in the population, this may affect the ranking.
It turns out that the comparative statics are much more tedious than in the full employment case, with the exception of changes in union membership L 1U and the coverage parameter δ, where the results are still the same as in the full employment case. To understand the problem, we start again with the various parts of the equilibrium tariff equation associated with the different players in the lobbying game when more capital is moved to the unionized sector. Since output decreases as capital is moved into the unionized sector, the capital owners' interest in a higher tariff is decreasing in K 1A , which was also true in the full employment case. The lobby groups' consumer interest is now paired with an interest in lower taxes to finance unemployment benefits. How taxes change depends on the tariff's effect on unemployment. It turns out that the tax interest in a higher tariff decreases with K 1A , and this effect also outweighs the consumer interest effect: A higher tariff increases employment in both the unionized and non-unionized sector, but the employment response is muted in the unionized sector because of the higher union wage. Therefore, a higher percentage of capital bound in the unionized sector reduces the overall employment effect of a higher tariff. This is a key difference compared to the full employment case. It also leads to a reduced government interest in protection when K 1A increases, contrary to the full employment case. In summary, the comparative statics results are not as clear-cut as in the full employment case. The following proposition summarizes these findings.
Proposition 5.2. Consider the unemployment case and fix K 1 = K 1A + K 1B and L = L 1U + L N as well as Θ. Then the equilibrium tariff t * 1 in industry 1 is increasing in trade union membership L 1U (holding Θ constant) and decreasing in the coverage of non-union workers δ if the trade union lobbies. If we take into account that Θ is increasing in trade union membership when the trade union lobbies, the effect of an increase in L 1U on the equilibrium tariff can be positive or negative, however. If the trade union does not lobby, changes in L 1U and δ do not affect t * 1 . A higher capital share in the unionized sector, higher unemployment benefits, and higher minimum wage all have the potential to lower the equilibrium tariffs (examples are provided below). Although I cannot conclusively prove that higher K 1A , higher u, and higher w B will always lead to lower trade protection in equilibrium, it is easy to come up with examples where this is the case. Table 3 shows the effects of an increase of capital bound in the unionized sector from 0% to 100% on the equilibrium tariffs when nobody lobbies ("nobody"), capital owners lobby ("capital"), the trade union lobbies ("union"), and both groups lobby ("both"). In the example, K 1 = 100, L = 200, p W 1 = 1, a = 10, L 1U = 50, δ = 0.1, u = 0.8, and w B = 1.2. The parameter Θ varies depending on who lobbies.
Clearly, all equilibrium tariffs fall with a growing unionized sector. Lower tariffs when the trade union lobbies, manifest in the upper part of the table, are another interesting feature of the above example. This latter effect is caused by the differences in the percentage of lobbies in the population, i.e. ceteris paribus, a higher Θ lowers the equilibrium tariff. Cross-comparing with table 2 for the full employment model, we do see that the unemployment model leads to substantially higher tariffs, but the effects of an increase in the size of the unionized sector are opposite in the two different models. Table 4 shows the effects of an increase in the unemployment benefit on the equilibrium tariffs, starting with a value such that 2u = w B (implying that w 1A = w B ) and ending at an unemployment benefit equal to w B . In the example,
, and w B = 1.2. The parameter Θ varies depending on who lobbies. All equilibrium tariffs are decreasing in u, and once again, whenever the union lobbies, tariffs are lower, this time throughout the table.
Finally, consider an example where we increase the minimum wage w B from u > 1 to 2u. Table 5 shows the equilibrium tariffs for this case. In the example, K 1 = 100, L = 200, p W 1 = 1, a = 10, L 1U = 50, δ = 0.1, K 1A = 50, and u = 1.2. The parameter Θ varies depending on who lobbies. All equilibrium tariffs are decreasing in w B , and whenever the union lobbies, tariffs are lower throughout the table.
The above examples refute the common perception that a more rigid labor market, characterized by higher unemployment benefits, higher minimum wage, and a larger unionized sector, ceteris paribus causes higher trade protection.
Another (and different) question is whether the tariffs are higher in the full employment model or in the unemployment model. To resolve this issue, let us take the limit of the equilibrium tariffs in the unemployment model as w B and u approach 1 and compare the results with the full employment case. This is the only ceteris paribus comparison that can be conducted, because then w B = 1 and w 1A = 2 just as in the full employment model. As w B and u go to 1, most parts in the equilibrium tariff equations of the unemployment model are equal to their full employment counterparts in the limit, with two exceptions: First, the unemployment tax considerations do not disappear, and secondly, the government's interest in a tariff is always higher in the unemployment case than in the full employment case. Proposition 5.3 summarizes these results: Proposition 5.3. As the minimum wage w B and the unemployment benefit u approach 1, all equilibrium tariffs in the unemployment case exceed the corresponding full employment equilibrium tariffs.
The reader should note, however, that this does not necessarily mean that the equilibrium tariffs in the unemployment case are always higher than in the full employment case, since from tables 4 and 5, we know that the equilibrium tariffs for the unemployment case can actually decrease in u and w B .
Conclusion
In this paper, I show that augmenting the GH protection for sale model by trade union activity and a binding minimum wage introduces labor market variables into the equilibrium tariff equation in a natural way. In particular, it is shown that contrary to the basic GH model, industry-and sector-specific employment and wage elasticities do matter for trade policy. Therefore, any empirical study that wants to estimate and test the GH model for an economy with considerable labor market rigidities either needs such elasticity estimates or has to impose additional structure on the model in order to replace these elasticities by wage and employment data. 21 One might expect that higher labor market distortions, commonly assumed to be a distinguishing feature between the United States and the continental European labor market, increase trade protection. In this paper, however, I show that this expectation is only partly supported by theory. The existence of binding minimum wages structurally increases the equilibrium tariff level, since tariffs can be used not only to shift employment to the protected industry, but also to increase overall employment. Since the resulting increase in production is beneficial for the domestic country, the government (even without lobbying) would levy a strictly positive tariff on imports and subsidize exports. Moreover, higher employment lowers taxes necessary to finance unemployment benefits. Tax reduction considerations create some common interest between lobbies to increase employment in industries other than their own.
The effect of trade union activity depends on who takes part in the lobbying game. Suppose first that the trade union, but not capital owners of an industry lobby.
The trade union captures part of the protection rents from the firms via collective bargaining. Moreover, these protectionist interests are represented in the lobbying game. Compared to the case when trade unions and capital owners of industry i do not lobby, the equilibrium tariff in this industry thus increases. The opposite is true, however, when capital owners lobby, but the trade union does not. Since part of the protection benefits goes to workers via collective bargaining, the capital owners' interest in protection (and thus the equilibrium tariff) is reduced as compared to a model where no profit sharing between capital owners and workers occurs. A similar result holds if both the trade union and capital owners of industry i lobby. In this case, capital owners and workers share the rents accruing from trade protection. In conclusion, under the assumption that not all unions or all capital owner groups participate in lobbying for trade policy, economic theory does not provide any clearcut predictions that the existence of trade unions leads to higher trade protection, so any attempts to empirically test such a prediction would be ill-advised.
In contrast, the coverage of non-union workers by collective bargaining outcomes, which is substantial in many European countries, may lower equilibrium trade protection. This result stems from the fact that the coverage of non-union workers dissipates part of the protection rents to workers who are not represented by lobbies.
I also provide examples where a larger unionized sector, higher unemployment benefits, higher minimum wage, and higher union membership lower equilibrium tariffs. This refutes the conventional wisdom that countries with higher labor market rigidities will ceteris paribus also have higher trade protection.
In conclusion, this paper presents a very general theoretical framework to test the increasingly popular protection for sale model for economies with labor market rigidities. A practical test implementation will require information not only on who lobbies and on import demand elasticities, but also on wage and employment elasticities by industry and sector. Carrying out such an empirical test is beyond the scope of this paper and is left for future research.
A Proofs and Additional Results
Proof of Lemma 3.2
To prove Lemma 3.2, write the first-order condition for maximizing W G with respect to t i , noting that W G contains tariff revenue, as
where x G i is some function of t i . Similarly, the first-order condition for maximizing W g j with respect to t i , noting that W g j contains a fraction θ g j of tariff revenue, is Notice that the definition part := holds for any tariff rate, whereas = only holds for the unilaterally optimal tariff for the government G or lobby g j ∈ {U j ,K j }. Now rewrite the political support function from Lemma 3.1 as
Calculating the first-order condition of maximization yields
Substituting the x-terms by the v-terms from above and solving for t * i yields the desired result
Lemma A.1. The following results hold for the full-employment model with quadratic sub-utility, Cobb-Douglas technology with equal capital and labor shares, and wage and employment determination in the unionized sector according to the monopoly union approach:
w 1A = 2, w B = 1, dw 1A dp 1 = 0,
dL 1A dp 1 = 1 8 K 1A p 1 , dL 1B dp 1 = 1 2
Proposition A.1. Let a tilde denote a variable divided by the domestic price of good 1, e.g.F 1 = F 1 /p 1 . In the full employment case, the equilibrium tariff t * 1 in industry 1 can be characterized as follows, depending on who lobbies:
(a) If both labor and capital in industry 1 lobby, then
.
(b) If nobody in industry 1 lobbies, then
(c) If only the trade union in industry 1 lobbies, then Lemma A.2. The following results hold for the unemployment model with quadratic sub-utility, Cobb-Douglas technology with equal capital and labor share, and wage and employment determination in the unionized sector according to the monopoly union approach: w 1A = 2u, dw 1A dp 1 = 0,
dL 1A dp 1 = 1 8
Proposition A.2. Let a tilde denote a variable divided by the domestic price of good 1. In the unemployment case, the equilibrium tariff t * 1 in industry 1 can be characterized as follows depending on who lobbies:
(a) If both labor and capital in 1 lobby, then
L 1A dp 1 +w Bd L 1B dp 1 )+Θud L 1 dp 1
(a+Θ)|M 1 |−˜F 1 +Θ˜F 1 −a(w 1Ad L 1A dp 1 +w Bd L 1B dp 1 )−Θud L 1 dp 1 −Θ˜F 1 + a(w 1Ad L 1A dp 1 + w Bd L 1B dp 1 ) + Θud L 1 dp 1 (a + Θ)|M 1 | + Θ˜F 1 − a(w 1Ad L 1A dp 1 + w Bd L 1B dp 1 ) − Θud −Θ˜F 1 + a(w 1Ad L 1A dp 1 + w Bd L 1B dp 1 ) + Θud L 1 dp 1
(a + Θ)|M 1 | + Θ˜F 1 − a(w 1Ad L 1A dp 1 + w Bd L 1B dp 1 ) − Θud L 1 dp 1 L 1A dp 1 + w Bd L 1B dp 1 ) + Θud L 1 dp 1 (a + Θ)|M 1 | −˜F 1 + Θ˜F 1 − a(w 1Ad L 1A dp 1 + w Bd L 1B dp 1 ) − Θud L 1 dp 1 .
Using the expressions in Lemma A.2, these are the closed-form solutions of the equilibrium tariff, where −Θ˜F 1 reflects the lobby groups' consumer interests, ) the government's interest in increasing overall employment.
